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Michael Oak
Waldorf School
WEEKLY NEWSLETTER
No. 36
4 Marlow Road Kenilworth 7708 Cape Town

Sport Next Week
There will be NO SPORT for
Primary or High School on
Tuesday 21 November as it is
our annual SPORTING DAY!
School will close at 1.30
for Class 3 to Class 11.
Please ensure your child
is wearing suitable
sports kit, takkies/
sport shoes and a hat.

End of Term
Closing Times
PRIMARY SCHOOL:
Thurs 7 December:
Early closing 12:30

Star Tree Festival:

Children to classes at 18:15
Parents to hall 18:15 – 18:30 so
we can START festival at 18:30.

---------------Friday 8 Dec: 11:30 close
(Note change of time)

Lost Property
Unclaimed items will be sold on
Thursday 23 November, from
12h30 to 1pm.

Please Update and
Return Forms
PARENT INFORMATION
and MEDICAL CONSENT
FORMS
Please return your Parent
Information and Medical
Consent Forms which were sent
home with your children this
week. (Please check your
child's school bag!)
We need the forms returned
ASAP so we can update our
records. Thank You!

Tent Found
Tent in blue bag found in
Kindergarten area. If yours,
please collect from KG foyer.

Tel. 021 797 9728 Fax 021 797 1207

info@michaeloak.org.za

17 November 2017
www.michaeloak.org.za

Parzival
The question most Waldorf parents ask about the Class 11 literature main lesson Parzival, is: “What
is ‘Parzival’?”
We could answer simply and say that ‘Parzival’ is a story; but it is far more than that. Written during
the awakening of the intellectual consciousness of the Middle Ages in the 12 th century, its author,
Wolfram von Eschenbach, wrote in the poetic style of the troubadour, the custom of storytelling of
the time, and based his poem on the unfinished work of Chrétien du Troye, ‘Perceval – Le Conte del
Graal’ (The Story of The Grail).
Von Eschenbach’s epic 16 stanza poem, a chivalric romance, is hailed as the noblest literary
achievement of the Middle ages. It is divided into two books of 8 chapters each and contains almost
25 000 lines, all written in rhyming couplets. It stands together with such works as Dante’s ‘Divine
Comedy’, and is said to be ‘one of the great adventures of the western imagination’.
In this lengthy saga, Von Eschenbach manages to encompass much of the human experience and
explores the two main areas of humanity; that of our material existence and the spiritual questions
which accompany it. Through the life of the story’s hero, the 16/17 year old modern Waldorf
student has an opportunity to experience life’s journey as analogous to a Grail quest.
You may wonder at the relevance of this ancient text for modern youth and why Rudolf Steiner
recommended it so strongly. Why the Grail; something so steeped in legend and not fact for young
people of today? The character of Parzival has been hailed by some modern writers as ‘the first
modern thinker’. In Waldorf schools it is introduced to students who have reached sixteen, for its
graphic portrayal of the young person struggling to find the life path that is right for them. Von
Eschenbach refers to Parzival in his poem as ‘a man slowly wise’. Parzival’s experiences, his
struggles and triumphs are vividly described and mirrors the eternal, unchanging life questions
which represent the human dilemma: how do I reconcile matter and spirit and live my life in fullness
and happiness? These questions require answers which are like the Grail itself; now you see it, now
you don’t. Life twists and turns, first up, then down, I win, I lose, I love, I hate, I live, I die … but all
the while I seek the Grail of Self.
To quote an ex Michael Oak ‘Parzival initiate’ when asked if he had learned anything from Von
Eschenbach’s poem, he replied “I still have the same questions. But now I am OK with the questions.
I am not fighting for the answers. I feel the questions are more important than the answers. The
questions make me human”.
The current Class 11’s are away on their Parzival Camp.
They will present their artworks, Main Lesson books and inspire us with their wisdoms and
realizations at the 2017 Michael Oak PARZIVAL EVENING on Tues 5 December at 7pm in the main
hall. ALL WELCOME.
We are not granted a rest on any step;
The active man must live and strive
From life to life,
As plants renew themselves
From spring to spring,
So man must rise through error to truth,
From fetters into freedom,
Through sickness and through death
To beauty, health and life. (Rudolf Steiner)
Diane Scannell -- (High School Teacher)
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Congratulations!
On Thursday we were awarded a Certificate of Excellence in Physical Science by the
University of Pretoria as one of 30 top achieving schools in the country including the IEB
and NSC schools in the 2016 Grade 12 final examination. This means that Michael Oak
performed in the top 0.5% of all schools nationally (out of more than 6000 schools) and in
the top 3% of independent schools in South Africa.
Great credit and congratulations must go to all the 2016 Physical Science students for their
excellent results: Tao Boyle, Helen Le Roux, Lawrence Godfrey, Ayme Boltman, William Dry,
Oona Fraser, Sahar Jamal, Sarah Brassington, Finn Esterhuizen and Alistair Cordiner. We
must also thank their Matric Science teacher Cal Lew for all her work and dedication in
teaching and preparing them so well.
We would also like to thank all the teachers from kindergarten, primary and high school
because what the students have achieved is grounded on what they have learnt
throughout their school journey. Congratulations all!

Dr Pieter Clase and Cal Lew with some of the 2016 Physical Science students, Ayme
Boltman, Finn Esterhuizen, Alistair Cordiner, Sahar Jamal and Sarah Brassington.
Absent (mostly due to exams) were: Helen Le Roux, Laurence Godfrey, Tao Boyle,
William Dry and Oona Fraser.

Dr Pieter Clase from Pretoria University who awarded
the certificate to Lee Smit-Gardner and Cal Lew.

In the Kindergarten

Quiet moments spent painting in the shade.

Nearby, two children are wondering how their friend managed to get inside the crates...
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Culture and Waldorf Education
“The Waldorf movement is becoming more and more
international. There are already more than a thousand schools
and eighteen hundred kindergartens in over 70 countries
worldwide,” writes Katharina Stemann (2017). She uses this
insight and trend to raise the importance of culture in Waldorf
education, even though – as she says – questions relating to
culture have been constant companions of teachers since the
founding of the first Waldorf school.

social consciousness and as well as a compelling approach to
challenging outmoded constructions of race and gender, to
mention just two. In conclusion I questioned whether as teachers,
as parents and as a school, we were suitably prepared to deal with
the social context giving rise to this new kind of learner. We were
not able to answer that question on the night, but I suspect we
will continue to be confronted by related challenges that require
us to raise our game.

Stemann writes that questions of culture are in the choices of
fiction, stories and fairy tales; “they appear when we need to
decide what and how to celebrate, when we choose historical
events for the history lesson or any literature for… learners.”

As Stemann writes, “A Waldorf ‘curriculum’ cannot be compared to
an ordinary curriculum with a fixed content. It is rather an open
concept, it is culturally open and oriented towards individual,
social, regional and contemporary development.”

It’s important to note that every choice of lesson content has to do
with ‘selection’, ‘construction’ and ‘focus’, argues Stemann, who
encourages teachers to reflect upon their own pedagogical
narratives.

The moment in which we find ourselves presents an exciting
opportunity to consider curriculum in the context of this rich
social context and a new breed of learners who will continue to
bring an enlightened perspective to the world – one that ideally
will enrich our community and positively impact the world beyond
the boundaries of the school.

Her writing reminds me of a recent conversation I had with a
group of parents and teachers at a school meeting. During our
discussion one Michael Oak teacher reflected on how the lived
experiences of her students were constantly top of mind as she
planned lesson content and engaged the learners in discussion
about a text. Having not had the privilege to sit in on such classes,
it inspired me tremendously to hear that learners’ subjectivities
were engaged with at such a deep and meaningful level.
Prior to that discussion, I had delivered a presentation in which I
sketched a rather challenging picture of South African youth, and
mentioned that young people are growing up with an expanded

Eitan Prince
http://www.waldorfresources.org/articles/display/archive/2017/02/09/article/on-the-back-of-theturtle-culture-and-waldorf-education/ee4ff0858f82a1eeec7e119305904a06/

To our growing consciousness. Love – the Diversity Group
Send us your thoughts, to michaeloakdiversity@gmail.com
This is an opinion column. Views expressed here are of the
individual/s who wrote the article

Two Interesting Articles
The School in the Jungle

World Economic Forum Report

Skills Needed for Jobs of the Future
"The natural ability of children to learn
through play may be the best-kept, low-cost
secret for addressing the skills agenda with
potential to equip both our children and our
economies to thrive." ...

The Green School in Bali, is really in the jungle.

The main school building is built of local bamboo.
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/13/t-magazine/baligreen-school.html

" CHILD’S PLAY: A study in New Zealand
compared children who learned how to read
at age five with those who learned at age
seven. When they were 11 years old, both
sets of children displayed the same reading
ability. But the children who only learned
how to read at age seven actually showed a
higher comprehension level.
One of the explanations is that they had
more time to explore the world around
them through play. ... "

Read the full article here:
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/09/skills-children-need-workfuture-play-lego/
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In the Kindergarten

In Kathy's class, children wanted to make some "real blood".
They took the rainwater which they collected last week,
added sawdust, a little sand, and some red food colouring.
Right: admiring their potion of "real blood".

A Celebration
in Honour of the Dead

Anthroposophical Society
in the Western Cape

You are warmly invited to join in a quiet,
meaningful celebration in remembering
and honouring those who have crossed
the threshold. Some thoughts will be
shared on how to stay connected with
loved ones, followed by personal
participation in lighting of candles. There
will also be music and eurythmy.

ANTHROPOSOPHY TODAY:

Saturday 25 November
at 3 pm sharp.
(It should end by 5 pm.)
The Christian Community
Timour Hall Road, Plumstead.
For more details, please contact
Richard Cox (084 259 4284), Anne-Marié
Winkelman (082 885 0624) or Carol
Penfold (082 296 0189)

“Offering, love and creation out of
nothing is the way ahead”

a talk by Richard Goodall
“We are all creatives, and possibly the
most important concept to understand
with regard to the further development of
man and the earth is that of ‘Creation out
of nothing’. Everything which is to come in
the evolution of the creation is dependent
on it. We will explore the meaning and the
relevance of this to our daily lives.”
All Welcome
Date: Sunday 19th November at 4pm
Venue: Sophia House, 18 Firfield Road,
Plumstead
Cost: R40. R20 for pensioners / students
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STAFF VACANCIES
in SA Waldorf Schools

Michael Oak
Waldorf School

SUMMARY

Michael Oak Waldorf School seeks to awaken the whole child towards
creative responsibility and to develop confident, balanced individuals
empowered to work with the challenges of today and tomorrow.

SCHOOL ENROLMENT SECRETARY
Commencement date: 1 January 2018.
We are excited to welcome applications for a role within our
Administration Office which requires passion, commitment,
innovative thinking and leading-edge ability. Must have:








(full details in e-Leaflet):

Constantia WS: Woodwork Teacher; Gardening Teacher;
Singing Teacher.

Excellent interpersonal, organisational, administration and
oral/written skills
The ability to work well with the school staff, learners and
parents
Minimum requirement is matric with experience in school
admissions and general administration in a similar environment
Secretarial and data capture experience
Ability to work accurately under pressure
Must be a team player who is enthusiastic, energetic and
creative
Ability to maintain confidentiality is essential

Stellenbosch WS: Primary Afrikaans Teacher
McGregor WS: Primary: Afrikaans Teacher, Xhosa Teacher;
Grade 3 Teacher.
Raphaeli WS (Plett): Bursar
Dassenberg WS (Atlantis): Administrator; Class 1 Teacher,
Class 2 Teacher, Class 6/7 Teacher.
Village WS (Gauteng): Class 1 Teacher.

Michael Oak TERM DATES 2018
Dates are set by the SA Federation of Waldorf Schools:

Term 1 – Tues 23 January to Tues 20 March
Term 2 – Monday 9 April to Friday 22 June
Term 3 – Monday 16 July to Friday 21 Sept.
Term 4 – Monday 8 October to Friday 7 Dec.

Please send your CV to: pschneider@michaeloak.org.za
Closing Date for applications:

30 November 2017

The School reserves the right not to fill or interview for the position.
An application in itself does not entitle the applicant to an interview.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

MATHEMATICS - CLASS 8 TO 13
The successful candidate must meet the following key criteria:






Have the appropriate teaching qualifications for the relevant
position and be SACE registered.
Preference will be given to experienced Waldorf teachers;
other applicants must be willing to subscribe to the Waldorf
Pedagogy of the school.
Be passionate about working with children and have good
interpersonal skills.
Proven organizational, computer and administration skills
Please email a detailed CV to : info@michaeloak.org.za
Closing Date 30 November 2017

FOUND AFTER THE FAIR: 2 hats, 2 pairs sandals, 1 belt,
clipboard, striped scarf. If yours, please speak to Genevieve.

Michael Oak Waldorf School reserves the right not to fill or interview for the
position. An application in itself does not entitle the applicant to an interview.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

REMEDIAL POST
We are looking for a part-time Remedial Teacher
with High School experience. Familiarity with
Waldorf methods will be an advantage.
Please send your motivational letter and CV to:
Mrs Pam Schneider at pschneider@michaeloak.org.za
Closing Date 30 November 2017
Michael Oak Waldorf School reserves the right not to fill or interview for the
position. An application in itself does not entitle the applicant to an interview.

Opinions in this newsletter belong to the contributors, and are not necessarily those of the school.
ALL advertisements must be sent to leaflet@michaeloak.org.za Editor Charles Abbott.
To receive the email edition of the Leaflet please e-mail to cabbott@michaeloak.org.za
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Michael Oak Calendar
NB: Class Parents’ Meetings are usually at 7.30pm

Monday

Tuesday

2017

::: PG Playgroup :::

Wednesday

KG Kindergarten :::

Thursday

PS Primary School

Friday
17 NOVEMBER
Parzival Camp

20

21

Class 3 Meeting
7.30pm

22
Sporting Day

24
Class 3 Camp
Class 5 Camp

Trustees

27

28

29

KG Sunset Picnic

30
Matric Farewell

4

5
Greek Play

11
18
25
1 2018
8
15

23
Class 3 Camp
Class 5 Camp

6

7

Parzival Presentations

JANUARY

12
19
26
2
9
16
Waldorf Sharing Conf.

Eurythmy Presentations

13
20
27
3
10
17

22

23

29

TERM 1 STARTS

31

24

15
22
29
5
12
19

25

Class 5 Play 2.30pm

26

Class 4 Play 2.30pm

2

3

9

10

16
23
30
6
13
20

17
24
31
7
14
21

KG Festival

TERM 4 ENDS

PG & KG Welcome Tea
3pm to 4pm

Class 12 Parents & Students
KG Parents Meet 7.30pm

19

KG Biggies Farewell

Waldorf Sharing Conf.

Waldorf Sharing Conf.

18

Sunday

Class 7 Play

Star Tree Festival

14
21
28
4
11
18

HS High School

Saturday

25

Class 3 Camp
Class 5 Camp
Eurythmy Sharing
with M Oak
1 DECEMBER

8

HS Soiree

:::

26

27

28

2

3

4

PG & KG Term starts

31
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Community Notices
HOUSE-SITTER AVAILABLE
Responsible ex-Michael Oakie looking to house-sit in December and
January. Please contact Oliver February at oliver.february@gmail.com
or 072 450 0407 if you are away and want someone reliable, responsible
and experienced to look after your home and pets.

BRAUN JUICER FOR SALE
Braun Multiquick 7 Juicer. As good as new – used 3 times. R850. Call
Anne-Marié 082 885 0624

LOOKING FOR WORK
Young (33 years; mother of 2) Zimbabwean woman, Kangwanawe
(Forget) Mudzomini is looking for a full time domestic / child caring
position. She has a work permit. She has been in Cape Town since 2010
with 7 years experience with one family in Rondebosch. Willing to work
in the southern suburbs. References available. Forget is looking to work
Monday to Friday, live in or out. She is great with children and very
experienced in the home as a domestic. Please contact Forget directly
on © 0786579774.

FLAT / GARDEN COTTAGE WANTED
My lovely cousin and her husband are looking for a flat or garden
cottage in the southern suburbs or Muizenberg. Awesome people - both
are photo journalists covering humanitarian projects world wide. Please
inbox me if you know of anything suitable. R9000 per month max.
marielouisekellett@gmail.com

BACHELOR/GRANNY FLAT to let in Plumstead
This gem in the leafy part of Plumstead! Large fully furnished flat with
cottagey quarry tiled floors, separate secure private entrance, fully
furnished kitchenette equipped with cooking facilities. En suite
bathroom with bath and shower, DSTV, TV in room, Wifi 24/7, full alarm
system linked to security company, small pretty garden with garden
furniture and portable braai, secure parking in driveway behind remote
controlled security gate. Access to fully functioning water wise
swimming pool. Close to shops and public transport. Avail 4 February
2018 to single individual for R8000 p/m. Call Denise Janssens for viewing
074 330 9432.

FEBRUARY

HOUSE AVAILABLE TO RENT
15 Bray Rd, Kenilworth, 10 mins walk to school. R14,000 pm. Contact the
agent Debbie at 083 387 7185.

END OF YEAR GETAWAY
Pringle Bay family home. Sleeps two families (up to 10 people) but cosy for one
family too. Available from the 1st December- 17th December. Dog friendly,
close to the beach and large garden. Mininmum 3 nights @ R2000 per night.
Contact Nick at email: chadling@telkomsa.net or © 0828312730.

LOOKING FOR WORK
Our char Lizzie is looking for a job for 1 or 2 days a week. I can highly
recommend her as a pleasant, helpful and efficient person, and would really
like to help her find some more work. Phone Jane Toerien on 021 7979069 for
further details.

SECURE 3 B/R HOUSE TO RENT IN DECEMBER
Short term holiday accommodation available in a secure 3 bedroom family
friendly house with garden and built in braai in Kenilworth. Whatsapp/sms
Serai 084 605 2022 for more info.

HOUSE FOR SALE
13 Bray Rd, Kenilworth Walk to school! Contact me for more details. Charles
Abbott 072 324 4935 or cabbott@michaeloak.org.za .

HOUSE SOLD!

Last week's ad: "Much-loved Waldorf family home for sale in Bolus Ave..." This
house has been sold to a Waldorf family from Roseway WS in KZN, who will
attend Michael Oak next year.

ADVERTISEMENTS: Donations for Community Notices
Please note that all advertisers are expected to offer a contribution towards our
Bursary Fund. There is a Donations box at Reception for a donation of your choice.
Alternatively please use the bank account details below for an EFT transfer:
Standard Bank, Branch code: 025109. Acc. No.: 071885382
Acc Name:
Michael Oak School Fundraising.
Ref: ‘Leaflet-Ad’
Please note that all adverts (classifieds or display) will only be published in the
Leaflet for a maximum of 3 insertions per term.
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The Village
Waldorf School
Class 1 Teacher 2018
The Village Waldorf School is a small Primary School situated in
Rietvalleirand, near Irene, Pretoria. We are offering a teaching
position to a special person who has the necessary qualifications and
enthusiasm. An artistic flair and ability to work well with your hands
will be to your advantage. Successful applicants must meet the
following criteria:
Applicants must have a SACE registration and a suitable degree.
Be willing to undergo training in, and study Waldorf Education, if not
an experienced / qualified Waldorf teacher.
Join CTYC for an hour of restful, uplifting choral music meditating on the themes
of rebirth and homecoming. Relax and recharge with a program of beautiful,
peaceful music to enrich the soul, and leave feeling refreshed by the magical
sound of voices in harmony - and with not a carol in sight! The program focuses
on tellings of the Christmas story, combined with folksongs and popular pieces
on the themes of humanity and community. A highlight of the program will be a
performance of the seldom-heard motet version of Hugo Distler’s Es ist ein Ros
entsprungen (‘Lo, how the rose e’er blooming’), based on his Christmas oratorio.
Also included are shorter pieces by Bruckner, Poulenc, Morten Lauridsen, and
Eriks Esenvalds, as well as arrangements of popular favourites by Bobby
McFerrin, Chanticleer, and the Pentatonix.
There will be two performances, the first on Sunday 26 November at Centre
for the Book on Victoria Street, and the other on Sunday 02 December at St
Mary’s Cathedral on Roeland Street. These venues have some of the best
acoustics for choral singing in Cape Town, so come and immerse yourself in the
sounds and experience of this beautiful music.
Tickets are available now on Quicket.

Preference will be given to persons with Waldorf experience and
knowledge.
Preference will be given to persons with skills and experience in
handwork and recorder.

Application closing date: 30 November 2017
Appointment date: 5 January 2018
E-mail: admin@villagewaldorfschool.org.za
The Village Waldorf School
Blue Crane Ave, Country Lane Estate
Rietvalleirand, Pretoria 0181
Phone: 012 345 3771 Fax: 086 675 9542
info@villagewaldorfschool.org.za
www.villagewaldorfschool.org.za
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Full Time Woodwork Teacher Required
Constantia Waldorf School is looking for Full Time Woodwork teacher
to start in the first term of 2018. The suitable candidate would be:
• In possession of the necessary skills and capacities to suit this post.
• Experience in teaching at a Primary and High School level will be an
advantage.
• Be SACE registered.
• Have an interest in Waldorf education and a willingness to deepen one’s
knowledge in this regard.
Please state in your application if there are other subjects you are able to teach.

Kindly send your letter of application to:
The College of Teachers , Constantia Waldorf School
Spaanschemat River Road, Constantia 7806
Email: admin@waldorfconstantia.co.za
Fax: 0862601221
Closing date for applications: 10 November 2017
If applicants do not receive a response within 2 weeks of the closing date it may
be understood that the application has not been successful.
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

Part Time Primary School
Gardening Teacher Required
From Term 1 January 2018
Constantia Waldorf School is looking to employ a part time gardening
teacher to facilitate our Primary School gardening program in 2018.
The suitable person should have:
• a good knowledge of gardening and vegetable growing
• experience with organic and/or biodynamic principles
• experience with teaching the full range of primary school children from
classes 1 to 7
• be confident in their ability to hold a class of 25+ learners in an outdoor
environment
• be available five days a week to run classes

Kindly send your letter of application with a two page CV to:
The College of Teachers, Constantia Waldorf School
Spaanschemat River Rd, 7806
email: admin@waldorfconstantia.co.za
Closing date for applications: 20th November 2017
If applicants do not receive a response within 2 weeks of the closing date it may
be understood that the application has not been successful.
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

PEREPATETIC SINGING TEACHER REQUIRED
EFFECTIVE TERM 1, JANUARY 2018
Constantia Waldorf School is looking for a peripatetic singing teacher
to take over a large vocal studio in a one on one and vocal groups
situation. The suitable person would have:
-

A music degree in voice.
Can provide their own accompaniment on piano.
Be dedicated to taking singing students through external exams.
Be willing to go through a thorough hand over process.

Kindly send your letter of application with a two page CV to: Music
Coordinator, Constantia Waldorf School, Spaanschemat River Road,
Constantia 7806. Email: grapevine@waldorfconstantia.co.za
Fax: 0862601221
Closing date for applications: 30 November 2017
If applicants do not hear or receive a response within 14 days of close of
application, it may be understood that the application has not been successful.
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BURSAR to begin January 2018
This position is available in our Waldorf School situatedon the stunning Garden Route,
Plettenberg Bay.
Previous experience as a bookkeeper is a prerequisite.
Experience of the Omni system and working with SARS is very beneficial.
Candidates must be South African or have a SouthAfrican work permit status.
Successful applicants will have an enthusiastic andenergetic approach, as well as being
self-motivated andhave the ability to work as part of a team.
Please submit your CV and Motivational Letter detailingyour experience and qualifications
as a bursar via email: cot@raphaeli.co.za or phone 044 533 6157.

Thank You for using
your MySchool Card!

ADMINISTRATOR
Dassenberg Waldorf School, situated near Atlantis, is looking for an ADMINISTRATOR to start soonest
The successful applicant must have knowledge and experience of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

CEMIS
MS Word, MS Exel
Bookkeeping
Good communication skills
Self-motivated and have the ability to work as part of a team
Applications can be sent to:
Email: waldorfteacher2017@gmail.com
Fax: 021 572 217
CLOSING DATE: ASAP

CLASS 1 TEACHER

CLASS 2 TEACHER

CLASS 6/7 TEACHER

Dassenberg Waldorf School, situated near
Atlantis, is looking for a Class One Teacher to
start soonest. The successful applicant
must be Waldorf trained teacher
OR

Dassenberg Waldorf School, situated near
Atlantis, is looking for a Class Two Teacher to
start Monday 22 January 2018 The
successful applicant must be Waldorf
trained teacher
OR

Dassenberg Waldorf School, situated near
Atlantis, is looking for a Class Six/Seven
Teacher to start Monday 22 January 2018
The successful applicant must be Waldorf
trained teacher
OR

A Foundation Phase Qualified School
Teacher
SACE registered
Prepared to undergo further training in
Waldorf methods and curriculum
Have an enthusiastic, energetic and creative
approach to teaching children
Self-motivated and have the ability to work
as part of a team
Applications can be sent to:
Email: waldorfteacher2017@gmail.com
Fax: 021 572 2175
Only SACE registered and appropriate
candidates will be contacted
CLOSING DATE: 15/11/2017

A Foundation Phase Qualified School
Teacher
SACE registered
Prepared to undergo further training in
Waldorf methods and curriculum
Have an enthusiastic, energetic and creative
approach to teaching children
Self-motivated and have the ability to work
as part of a team
Applications can be sent to:
Email: waldorfteacher2017@gmail.com
Fax: 021 572 2175
Only SACE registered and appropriate
candidates will be contacted
CLOSING DATE: 15/11/2017

A Foundation Phase Qualified School
Teacher
SACE registered
Prepared to undergo further training in
Waldorf methods and curriculum
Have an enthusiastic, energetic and creative
approach to teaching children
Self-motivated and have the ability to work
as part of a team
Applications can be sent to:
Email: waldorfteacher2017@gmail.com
Fax: 021 572 2175
Only SACE registered and appropriate
candidates will be contacted
CLOSING DATE: 10/11/2017

